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Association pour la protection du Lac Heney
Association for the protection of Lake Heney

Directors’ Meeting
7:00 pm, March 7, 2007

Hartman’s Grocery, 
Somerset Street, Ottawa

Minutes

Attendance
Present: Absent:

Allan Darling, Chair Pierre Calvé Bill Green
Kevin Bell Ray Moffatt Jeff Clarke Graeme Kirby
Denis Levesque Chantal Proulx Marc Cockburn Allan O’Brien
Malcolm Corcoran John Rayner Alain Cossette Doug MacMillan
Tom McKenna Pierre Séguin Roly Davis Jennifer Stewart

Don Ford Gerry Webb
Steve Greenberg Richard Wex

Invited Guest: Rob Harris Dave Wilson
Louis-Philippe Mayrand Gerry Holt

1. Approval of the Agenda 
The Agenda was adopted as circulated with the addition of Danford Lake, Claredon Cottages and 
Municipal Affairs under Other Business.

2. Invited Speaker – Louis-Philippe Mayrand, President, Federation of Lake and River 
Associations in the Gatineau Valley and Councillor, Gracefield

M. Mayrand spoke briefly on the formation of the Federation, noting that it was started in 1995 to 
lobby for better environmental protection.  Since then it initiated a phosphate reduction program, 
worked to get the Kazabazua waste disposal system for the area, and has spoken out against the 
use of treated wood in water ways and against the fish farm.  Over the years, it has gained some 
recognition from several regional mayors and is now asked to sit on certain committees.  He noted 
that the Schema d’aménagement, which is to be made public in the coming months, will provide
general rules for urban development and the associations should pay close attention to ensure that 
protection of environment is an important consideration.

M. Mayrand mentioned the recent SADC Symposium (see below) with its focus on importance of 
the cottager industry to the region.  The Federation is planning a forum on Gatineau Lakes & Rivers 
similar to one held in the Laurentians in 2005 (now referred to as Bleu Laurentide).  As the MRC 
appears to be taking some leadership in protecting the environment, the timing for the forum is to 
be after the SdA is released and before municipal budgets are finalized for 2008.  He noted that 
there are some 6,200 cottages in the MRC and he hopes this forum will provide an opportunity for 
civil officials to meet with Association representatives.  The Federation is also trying to organize a 
program on regenerating shoreline, so that people can see that an ecological shoreline is not ugly 
and can be done.  
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M. Mayrand decided to stand for election as a Gracefield Councillor on a platform to raise visibility 
of environmental issues.  Currently, however, the major issue in Gracefield concerns the 
substantial increases in property assessments, particularly cottage properties and recent budget 
mismanagement.  He noted that a decision was taken 3 years ago to maintain the current property 
evaluations to avoid an increase in taxes (unlike other communities, such as Lac Ste-Marie).  
Accordingly, the 2006 tax bill was based on 6-year old evaluations.  Moving to market value 
assessments in 2007 means that cottage assessments will increase much more than village and 
farm properties and cottagers will be paying over 60% of the total tax bill.  While most cottage 
assessments have increased by as much as 50% (and taxes by 25%), those properties valued at 
under $100,000 got reductions.

To reduce the inequity between taxes paid and services received, cottagers need to become more 
involved in local municipal politics.  M. Mayrand is proposing a differential approach that would be 
more equitable and is looking for individuals willing to help in such a campaign.  

In discussion following M. Mayrand’s comments, issues raised included:
- Contrôle Intérimaire
- River Keeper as a model 
- Fish protection: the Federation’s goals are of a more general nature; concerns about fishing 

should be an important aspect for local development 
- Federation’s role in regulations: the MRC responsibility and roles of each partner will be 

discussed at the fall Summit.  Most people need guidelines but a few need “regulations”.
- Other than M. Mayrand, Gracefield councillors are generally not aware of our Association or 

our plans to treat the lake  
- Seedlings are available for reforestation.  
- Voting by mail is to be available for next municipal election in Gracefield, which will allow 

cottagers a say in the election
- The mayor is exploring the creation of independent wards, with voters only able to vote for one 

councillor in their respective wards.  The effect of this would be to concentrate seats, and hence 
voting power, in the town of Gracefield.

- The new assessment can be contested at a cost of $40 but May 1 is the last day to apply.
- M. Mayrand may try to organize an opportunity for cottagers to hear from M. Lepoutre, head 

evaluator for the MRC, about property assessment, which would be held on April 22, the day of 
a by-election to replace a Gracefield Councillor who resigned because of threats to his 
daughter.  

3. Minutes of previous meetings
Minutes of the meeting held on February 6, 2007 were approved on a motion by Tom McKenna, seconded 
by Denis Levesque.

4. Business Arising from previous meeting
Pilot website: a mock-up has been prepared by Gerry Holt and sent to a small group of Directors for an initial 
reaction but all will receive it once a clear structure is developed.

5. Comité paritaire
Kevin Bell reported that the Ministry representatives have accepted the Association’s position and agreed 
to proceed with an iron chloride treatment.  Tom McKenna reported that the contract with Envir-Eau has 
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been submitted to the Foundation for review and a special meeting will be convened in the near future to 
approve it.  

Richard Carignan has agreed to take over the monitoring of the lake from Yves Prairie, who is heavily 
involved in organizing an international limnology conference this summer.

A meeting between Fondex and the two municipalities to discuss the septic system study and complete the 
inspection is to be held before the end of March.

6. Association Constitution
A redraft of the constitution (Appendix 1) was circulated beforehand by Allan.  Allan is looking for a 
Quebec lawyer to review the document with respect to Quebec Corporation Law.

7. Treasurer’s Report
A draft budget for 2007 (Appendix 2) was circulated by Denis Levesque, which shows expenditures 
exceeding revenues by $1046.  Following a brief discussion, the general consensus was that the
Association – rather than the Foundation – should be responsible for and fund the website.  However, the 
Foundation may be approached to contribute to the operating costs.

8. Gatineau Valley Symposium
Kevin Bell reported on the Symposium on the Vacationer Market in the Gatineau Valley organized by the 

Société d’aide au développement des collectivités (SADC) de la Vallée-de-la-Gatineau.  It was held in 
Maniwaki on February 21 & 22, with Pierre Séguin, Malcolm Corcoran and Kevin Bell representing the 
Association.  Over 120 people from Low to Grand Remous attended the symposium with 1/3 from 
Associations, 1/3 from municipalities (both elected officials and employees) and 1/3 business people.  The 
main outcome of the Symposium was the recognition displayed by all 3 groups on the needs and 
differences between cottagers and residents, as was demonstrated in the positive attitude displayed 
throughout the Symposium by all participants.  Some interesting demographic information was provided in 
a study by Zin Beauchesnes et Assocs., which is available on the SADC website.  Four workshops were held 
on:

- Rural – urban cohabitation
- An example of sustainable development in a lake community in eastern Quebec
- Business opportunities in the region
- Physical appearance of communities in the region

The Symposium provided a good networking opportunity for building relations with different groups within 
the MRC, which is important because the sort of issues raised will be of increasing importance to our 
Association and our region.  

9. Spring Bulletin & AGM
It was suggested that the AGM be held in mid- or late August so as not to conflict with public 
consultations on treatment of the lake.  A Spring Bulletin should go out before the start of the summer 
season but it should include the plan for community consultation.  A draft Bulletin will be prepared for 
discussion at the May Director’s meeting.

10.Other Business
 Danford Lake Megadump: It was suggested by a Director that the Association send a letter 

to the appropriate Quebec Minister requesting a public hearing on the Danford Lake 
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Megadump.  A number of issues would touch our Association.  On a motion by Chantal Proulx, 
seconded by Ray Moffat, it was agreed that the Association endorses the concept of an 
open public discussion and that a letter would be sent to the Minister.  Allan Darling agreed 
to draft such a letter.  

 Claredon Cottage property: Gilles Labelle is planning to sell around 150 acres between Heney 
and Lac Long and would prefer to see it sold to someone who would not carry out significant 
logging.  A few Directors have indicated an interest in forming a consortium to purchase the 
land.  The Foundation will look into how the land might be preserved.  

 Municipal Affairs: Kevin Bell noted several issues from recent meetings including:

 LSM’s Mayor Lafrenière is interested in a meeting between Association Directors and 
municipal councillors.

 LSM will have access to the Municipal Court of the MRC des Collines, which will make it 
easier to prosecute infractions such as septic systems.

 LSM has a new hire, Pierre-Michel Pelletier, who will be responsible for building and 
other permits.

 A breakdown of the LSM budget was obtained from Yvon Blanchard and is available 
from Kevin.

 A research program on myriophyllum and an invasive crayfish in Lac Pemichangan will be 
undertaken this summer by a Montreal researcher. 

11.Date of the next meeting
The next meeting of the Board will be Tuesday, May 1 at Hartman’s store, Bank and Somerset, Ottawa.

The meeting adjourned at 9:15 pm.

KAB
2007-06-06

Action Items:

 Pilot website (Holt)
 draft Spring Bulletin (Bell)
 Letter to Minister requesting public meeting on the Danford Lake megadump (Darling)

Appendices

Appendix 1. 
Draft Constitution (version 6) 

Appendix 2.
Draft Budget – 2007 


